Abstract-Now a days application of sparse representation are widely spreading in many fields such as face recognition. For this usage, defining a dictionary and choosing a proper recovery algorithm plays an important role for the method accuracy. In this paper, two type of dictionaries based on input face images, the method named SRC, and input extracted features, the method named MKD-SRC, are constructed. SRC fails for partial face recognition whereas MKD-SRC overcomes the problem. Three extension of MKD-SRC are introduced and their performance for comparison are presented. For recommending proper recovery algorithm, in this paper, we focus on three greedy algorithms, called MP, OMP, CoSaMP and another called Homotopy. Three standard data sets named AR, Extended Yale-B and Essex University are used to asses which recovery algorithm has an efficient response for proposed methods. The preferred recovery algorithm was chosen based on achieved accuracy and run time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image Face recognition among numerous applications of image processing plays a vital role in security and surveillance systems. In general, face recognition refers to either verifying or identifying a person from a digital image or a video frame. In case of verification, an unknown face image is compared with a known face image ( Fig. 1-a) and for identification, a probe image is compared with a set of images ( Fig. 1-b) .
Nowadays face recognition is used in many devices and social media networks to make them more attractive and secure. This skill works well against changes in visual conditions such as facial expression, illumination, aging, make up and also occlusion by glasses, scarf, hats and beard or hairstyle. So far, many face recognition algorithms have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In [1] , singular value decomposition, 2D projections of principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis were studied. In [2] , a technique called image matrix fisher discriminant analysis was introduced. In [3] , PCA model was used to reduce the effects of illumination changes and facial expressions. In some methods, such as the local binary pattern (LBP) [4] [5] , texture was used as features. For instance, face recognition based on LBP features [6] [7] [8] , and with Gabor wavelet filtering were proposed in [5] , [9] . In contrast with the conventional methods, sparse representation classification (SRC) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] is new. The first implementation of SRC for face images was introduced in [10] , which is robust to illumination changes and occlusion. A new frame work for nonupfront faces was proposed in [11] . Due to cropping, scaling or misalignment, the performance of two SRC mentioned methods would be degraded. In [12] , authors tried to overcome the misalignment, occlusion and illumination variations by using the sparse representation. In [13] , structured sparse representation was proposed for face recognition with occlusion. SRC was used for face recognition for multi view face images, which needs many poses for each subject to construct the gallery described in [14] . A pose robust method was presented in [15] . In [16] , face recognition by using SRC on features extracted from faces proposed whereas unlike other SRC methods it doesn't need alignment or canonical form of face and it works on holistic face or face patches with one sample for each subject. Sparse representation is highly related to compressive sensing or compressive sampling (CS), a theory for sampling and recovering a signal from less samples than required by Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem [17] . So, the CS based algorithms need lower sample rate in comparison with other methods. There are several recovery algorithms in CS, which each algorithm might be suitable for a specific application. In this paper, for face recognition, the performance of recovery algorithms are evaluated for two type of dictionaries (the corresponding methods named SRC and MKD-SRC) and under different scenarios. The considered recovery algorithms are matching pursuit [18] (MP), orthogonal matching pursuit [19] (OMP) and compressive sampling matching pursuit [19] (CoSaMP) as greedy algorithms and Homotopy [20] .
In this paper, at first, we compare the face recognition accuracy by using SRC and MKD-SRC for three different standard face data base in order to choose the appropriate recovery algorithm. Then, the optimum values of four parameters for MKD-SRC implementation are obtained. We also suppose some changes to form the feature based dictionary for MKD-SRC and evaluate the achieved performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, in Section 2 a brief review of CS theory and OMP recovery algorithm, PCA, LBP and local ternary pattern (LTP) are given. In Section 3 two face recognition algorithms named SRC and MKD-SRC are explained, where the SRC dictionary includes face images and the MKD-SRC dictionary includes the extracted features from faces. Experimental results presented in Section 4, and finally Section 5 contains the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
In this Section, a brief review of CS and its recovery algorithms is presented, then PCA as a tool for dimension reduction and finally LBP and LTP as texture descriptors are explained.
A. CS Theory
Based on Shannon-Nyquist sampling principal [17] , for perfect signal reconstruction, the sampling frequency must be at least twice the maximum frequency of interested signal. Therefore, in many applications like magnetic resonance imaging, there are great number of samples which make compression necessary before either storage or transmission. While sampling and compressing are performed in order, in CS they are done simultaneously. Suppose
N
 R w is a signal to be sensed (sampled), it can be expressed in ψ sparse domain, 2) finding a sparse domain where there is high incoherency between measurement and representation matrices and 3) using an algorithm to recover w from only M observed data y .
1) CS Recovery Algorithms
In general the CS recovery algorithms try to find a unique solution for under determined problem, Eq. 
. Greedy algorithms [18] [19] , are well-known due to low complexity framework and fast run time. The core idea of greedy algorithms is finding the highest correlation between the residual of signal and the dictionary columns. In this paper, OMP as an efficient greedy algorithm, is explained in following to solve Eq. 
B. Principal Component Analysis
PCA maps a set of data into linearly uncorrelated data and it is used for feature extraction and dimension reduction. Considering 
C. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and Local Ternary Pattern (LTP)
LBP [4] is a powerful texture descriptor that is robust to uniform changes in gray levels. Considering the center 
Although LBP features are robust to illumination changes, using the center pixel as the threshold value makes it sensitive to noise [4] . So in order to overcome this problem, LTP by using variable t was proposed [24] , Fig. 2 shows the values of LBP and LTP for a sample center pixel. 
.
III. FACE RECOGNITION AND SPARSE REPRESENTATION
Although, automatically recognizing human faces from the facial images under different senarios has been an attractive research topics for many years, using the sparse signal representation is new for this subject. Now a days, application of sparse representation are widely spreading in many fields such as face recognition. Implementing the sparse representation needs using a proper reconstruction algorithm to recover the sparse signal and defining a dictionary as well. Although, OMP is a well-known and efficient greedy algorithm, defining the proper dictionary for specific application is still an open research. In this Section, two types of dictionaries based on input face images are investigated. The method whose dictionary is made by input face images directly called SRC, and the method whose dictionary is constructed according to the extracted features from the input face images named MKD-SRC. 
A. SRC Face Recognition
A pioneer article used sparse representation for face recognition [10] Ideally the nonzero coefficients of x should be related to just one class, and x is n-sparse. But in practice, the x elements might be related to multiple classes, though it is expected that the x elements belong to only one class.
Therefore, as proposed in [10] , the nonzero coefficients of x associated with the i-th class 
A class with minimum residual is the identity of probe image. This method is called SRC and the procedures for a probe sample image are shown in Fig. 3 . 
B. MKD-SRC Face Fecognition
In real world, face Images are taken under uncontrolled situations. In these scenarios, the images might include a partial faces which Fig. 4 showes some samples. Obviously SRC fails for partial faces, so, a method named multi key point descriptor-SRC (MKD-SRC) was proposed [16] .
Briefly, for every images, MKD-SRC extracts patches [25] , then feature vectors are obtained for the patches. The dictionary is consist of the feature vectors for the patches of all training images. The procedures of extracting a feature vector for a patch is shown in Fig. 5 -a and listed in following. Since the dictionary A might have so many atoms, i.e. K is a large number, at every iteration of CS recovery algorithm, the number of inner products that should be computed is equal to K , it means the algorithm implementation is time consuming. In this paper, in order to overcome the mentioned problem, for every descriptor 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
One major goal of this paper is to select a proper CS recovery algorithm for face recognition problem when two different type of dictionaries and different face datasets are used. For this purpose, three datasets called AR [26] , Extended Yale-B [27] , Essex University [28] , are used.
AR contains frontal face images of 126 people over 4000 images, with different illumination, expression and occlusion. We chose 100 subjects including 50 male and 50 female, there are 14 images for each person, captured at two sessions with varying illumination and expression [26] . In this experiment, for AR, the training set is consisted of 7 images of first session and for the test set, 7 images of second session are considered.
Extended Yale-B contains frontal face images of 38 persons taken under different illumination conditions. We chose randomly half of 2414 total images for training set and remaining images as test set.
Essex consists of 3040 frontal face images of 152 persons, captured in 20 consecutive frames. For every class we chose one image per individual as train and 19 images as test.
The algorithms are implemented using Matlab on a PC with Core i7 CPU and 4GB of RAM.
In general, MKD-SRC needs 4 parameters; i.e. ' L ' for PCA, ' Q ' for correlation, ' t ' for threshold and 'a' for tanh. So finding the optimum values are a challenge for the algorithm implementation. In this paper for MKD-SRC (1), the optimum values are proposed according to the experimental results shown in Fig. 7 . According to the achieved accuracy, as seen in Fig. 7 Regards to recommending a recovery algorithm according to the accuracy and computational cost where SRC and MKD-SRC (1) are used as face recognition approaches and AR, Essex, Yale-B are three different data set, as seen in Fig. 8 -a, the achieved accuracy by using OMP and CoSaMP are nearly the same and greater than both MP and Homotopy. Therefore, considering the time consuming shown in Fig. 8-b , c, the OMP as the recovery algorithm is recommended as well.
For evaluating three proposed MKD-SRC algorithms, three different scenarios on AR dataset using OMP recovery algorithm are supposed as 1) images with different illumination and expressions, 2) images with occlusion and 3) partial faces extracted and scaled from holistic faces. For all scenarios only one image per person (100 persons) is used as train and others as test, for instance, the first scenario (different illuminations), 7 images as test are used, the second scenario (occlusion), 12 images per person wearing sunglasses and scarf as test are used. The third scenario (partial), 100 images were chosen randomly and were cropped and scaled as test set. We also used Extended Yale-B dataset for this experiment. As Fig. 9 shows, MKD-SRC (1) is preferred for all scenarios except illumination variation where MKD-SRC (2) outperforms others. We also used kernel PCA (Gaussian and Polynomial Kernels) for dimension Reduction but it didn't get an appropriate performance and therefore the results is not reported. 
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V. CONCLUSION
A dictionary plays an important role in face recognition based on sparse representation. In general MKD-SRC uses a dictionary built on extracted features and so in progress with partial faces. In this paper, we manipulated the procedure for constructing the dictionary and thereby introduce MKD-SRC (2) and MKD-SRC (3) in addition to the original MKD-SRC that named MKD-SRC (1). Furthermore, the performance of the proposed algorithms under employing four different recovery algorithms are compared and according to experimental results, CoSaMP and OMP are preferred but OMP is much faster than CoSaMP. Although the MKD-SRC have high accuracy, as it uses many features, the run time is so high compared to SRC though we try to overcome this problem by using the linear correlation. Based on our knowledge MKD-SRC wouldn't have appropriate performance on face images with different poses as test set, when frontal face images are used as training set. Synthesis a frontal face image from different poses and then using MKD-SRC is the future research work.
